
Arbitrary relation (Ferdinand de Saussure, 1916)

or systematic/natural relation (Sound Symbolism) ?
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Shape – Sound matching as a widely used paradigm to investigate this 
phenomenon: (Köhler, 1929; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001):

bouba kiki
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Assumption: Physical relations of our environment coded in the neural system by connections between respective sensory modalities → Synaesthesia hypothesis (Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001)

Developmental evidence: Eye-tracking studies with infants (Asano et al., 2015; Ozturk et al., 2013) show that the kiki-bouba effect is present already at a prelinguistic age. 
Behavioral studies with children aged 2.5 to 7 (Maurer et al., 2006; Tzeng et al., 2017) show further improvement in task execution (getting better with age). 
→ Suggestion that sound symbolism scaffolds language learning from birth on.

Problem: There are also null results (Fort et al., 2013) and in general very few studies on children (publication bias?). Furthermore, there is a methodological gap:
• Studies with infants (< 1 year) with implicit tasks and measurements (preferential looking)
• Studies with toddlers (> 2.5 years) with explicit tasks and measurements (2-alternative forced choice – 2AFC, most studies adopted the procedure from Maurer et al., 2006)

Research aim: Filling the gap with an implicit study for toddlers (3 years) requiring explicit action planning (2AFC task) → exploring the utilization and automaticity of the phenomenon

• Different task settings yielded different results and diverse individual behavior patterns. 
• Implicit instructions are not understood by 3 years old children, and explicit ones only partly.
• Only the direct replication of an often cited study was successful (but not highly significant).
➢ Hence, these results question the stability of sound symbolism in early childhood.
• More systematic approaches needed: e.g., eye-tracking studies from early to late childhood

(cross-sectional as well as longitudinal) to detect potentially U-shaped dynamics.
• Other dimensions of Sound Symbolism (size, affect, brightness, etc.) should also be studied systematically.

3) Maurer (2006) replication0) Online Rating Study: 

24 3-syllabic non-word items made from the syllables ti – te – ki – ke and bo – bu – mo – mu
rated by 37 people for spikiness and roundedness (most spiky: titike, most round: momobu)

2) Explicit instructions

Participants: 25 children, 3 years old
(+- 1 month) 
Shape stimuli: 8 spiky and 8 rounded
black shapes in 2D printed on white
3D boxes (fixed pairs →)

Cue words: 4 round and 4 spiky
sounding ones (best of rating study)
Trials: 
a) practice trials with visible hiding
b) practice trials with invisible hiding
and finger pointing cues
c) 8 experimental trials with invisible 
hiding and the following instruction
after removing the occluder: „The 
is under xxx. It is under xxx. xxx“ 
Then the boxes are moved toward
the child to choose one

1) Implicit instructions

Participants: 22 children, 3 years old (+- 1 month) 
Shape stimuli: 1 spiky and 1 rounded shape in 3D
Cue words: 8 round and 8 spiky sounding ones
(best of rating study)

Trials: a) practice trials with visible hiding: child sees
under which shape a reward (little toy) gets hidden
b) practice trials with invisible hiding (behind an occluder) 
and finger pointing cues towards the shape with reward
c) 16 experimental trials with invisible hiding and after 
removing the occluder 3x naming of the cue word, then
shapes are moved toward the child to choose one

Participants: 37 children, 3 years old (+- 1 month) 
Shape stimuli: 4 spiky and 4 rounded black-white
shapes cut out from paper (2D, fixed pairs ↓)
Cue words: 4 pairs (see shape pictures ↓)

Trials: playful instructions by a lion handpuppet
a) 4 practice trials with differently coloured animals, 
the lion asks the child to give a specifically colored one
b) 4 experimental trials with the 4 shape pairs:
The lion names BOTH shapes (twice) and then asks the
child to give him one specific (in 2 trials saying a spiky
sounding name, in 2 trials a round sounding name)

bom tik

kiki buba

mobu keti

taket maluma
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3) Maurer (2006) replication
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M =  45.5   (SD = 8.28)
t(21) = -2.55, p = .019, d = 0.54
first 8 Trials only:
M =  46.35   (SD = 12.03)
t(21) = -1.42, p = .169, d = 0.3

M =  55.5   (SD = 25.02)
t(24) = 1.1, p = .283, d = 0.22
but
5 children chose sign. congruent on individual level
2 children chose sign. incongruent on ind. level

M =  57.66   (SD = 20.16)
t(36) = 2.31, p = .027, d = 0.38
only 2 children chose sign. congruent on an individual level

comparison of the single 4 trials to the original Maurer study:
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Maurer et al. (2006)

„buba – kiki“ trial significant at the .05 level (one-tailed) in both 

buba - kiki

Replication study


